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parliamentary socialists, and the General Confederation of
Labour on June 25, 1920, immediately after the Ancona
affair, opposing local action :
£ The present situation/ it said, c shows that the
bourgeois crisis is getting worse, and that the great clash
between bourgeoisie and proletariat is near at hand. In
view of the necessity of marshalling our full forces for
coming battles, the organizations controlling the prole-
tarian movement in Italy warn the workers against action
which may spoil the concerted movement. . . . Workers !
the proletarian revolution cannot be the work of a single
group of men ; it cannot be accomplished in an hour.
It must be the result of vast preparation, achieved by
unprecedented efforts and an iron discipline.5
c Great clash ', e vast preparation '—behind this boasting
there was absolutely nothing. The ship, with all its cargo
of hope, was adrift, and while the syndical and socialist
leaders shuffled and hesitated the bourgeoisie began to pull
themselves together. There were various encouraging signs :
in April 1919 the arditi had managed to burn the Avanti
offices, and in November to bomb a socialist procession,
without provoking any serious reaction. During a royal
session of the Chamber on December i, the socialist deputies
had walked out crying : c Long live the Republic \ and
the same evening had been chased through the streets of
Rome by students and officers, several of them being
wounded. This had led on one side to a demonstration in
the king's favour in the Piazza del Quirinale, and on the
other to a general strike in protest.
The working class raised protests nearly everywhere;
every town had its general strike and its dead. Sometimes
popular fury broke out, as in Mantua, where in consequence
of the Rome affair the mob invaded the railway station and
pulled up the rails, beat up all the officers it met, attacked
the prison, released the prisoners, and fired the buildings.
In Rome on May 12, 1920, the scavengers went on strike
and teams of students and other volunteers took their place.
In July the tramway-men brought out their vehicles
beflagged in red to celebrate a successful strike. Many

